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Recent measurements in tokamak plasmas provide clear evidence for rapid nondiffusive transport
and non-Gaussian fluctuations, and have been widely interpreted in terms of the sandpile and
self-organized criticality~SOC! paradigms. Many of the statistical physics inferences that can be
drawn from observations of, for example, avalanching transport remain to be explored. This paper
will show that the statistical characterization of both experimentally observed and simulated
avalanching transport phenomena reveals several points of contact with existing stochastic process
models that have seldom been deployed in a plasma physics context. It will be shown that statistical
physics techniques developed to model clustering of events can be used to characterize microscopic
fluctuations in both local density and flux, as well as the global transport properties to which they
give rise. This provides a fresh interpretation for some of the key aspects of observed critical
gradient-driven transport phenomenology in tokamaks. In particular it provides new evidence for
scale-free correlations in the fluctuations which drive the transport, and quantifies their distribution
in terms of few-parameter non-Gaussian models. The correlation properties of density fluctuations
can be interpreted in terms of random walk models, whereas flux fluctuations cannot: instead they
can be described by the discrete negative binomial distribution, which again indicates clustering.
Some of the spatio–temporal correlations considered emulate multichannel measurements in
tokamaks, and it is shown how these can be used to characterize the transport of naturally arising
coherent structures. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1464148#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The characterization and interpretation of nondiffus
transport and non-Gaussian fluctuation measurements in
kamak plasmas is an important topic in magnetic fusion
search. Extensive experimental evidence has been foun
avalanching transport in tokamaks,1,2 while numerical simu-
lations display similar effects.3–5 In parallel, careful mea-
surement and analysis of edge plasma turbulence in t
maks ~see, for example, Refs. 6–10!, has revealed clea
evidence for non-Gaussian probability distribution functio
~PDFs! that are often long-tailed, and may be inverse pow
law in certain circumstances. These observations have in
triggered a number of linked debates on their theoretical
terpretation and practical implications, which include the f
lowing.

~1! To what extent do the observations1–10 support the in-
creasing adoption of the sandpile paradigm
describe11–18 these aspects of anomalous transport in
kamaks?

a!Present address: Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas, A
tion Euratom–Confe´dération Suisse, EPFL, CH-1015 Lausanne, Switz
land; electronic mail: jonathan.graves@epfl.ch
1591070-664X/2002/9(5)/1596/10/$19.00
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~2! If the sandpile paradigm is applicable, what are the i
plications for wider tokamak phenomenology? Lin
have been drawn with enhanced confinement, edge
calized modes ~ELMs!,17 and internal transpor
barriers.11,18

~3! To what extent, and in what regions, might some tok
mak plasmas be in a state of self-organized critica
~SOC!,19–21 or magnetospheric plasmas?40,41 And if so,
does it matter? For example, a discussion of what can
inferred from long-tailed PDFs in this context is given
Ref. 22, while in Ref. 17 it is argued that L-mode co
finement may correspond to SOC.

The sandpile paradigm is attractive because it can mo
self-regulating, driven-dissipative, nonequilibrium confin
ment systems that have nonlocal transport arising from lo
redistribution triggered by critical gradients. Mathematic
sandpile cellular automata have few control parameters,
yield reproducible data in sufficient quantity to enable re
able statistical inferences to be drawn. Such data are un
taminated by instrumental factors, and untroubled by iss
such as the absence of guaranteed quasistationarity tha
be problematic for tokamak data. Section III of the pres
paper provides a quantitative account of the close para

ocia-
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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that exist between the measurements of edge density fluc
tions in the DIII-D tokamak reported in Ref. 10, and th
height fluctuations of the sandpile cellular automaton
scribed in Refs. 23 and 24. An important and distinct
feature of the cellular automaton is that it enables the mic
physics of the avalanches to be resolved at the level of t
ing the motion of individual grains. This paper explores t
single interval statistical properties of physically measura
quantities associated with these motions, together with t
spatial and temporal correlation properties that are reve
by the application of multichannel measurements. In this
spect, the work presented here parallels recent studie
non-Gaussian test particle transport in numerical simulati
of strong plasma turbulence.25,26This is explored in Sec. III,
and furthermore enables multichannel measurements t
obtained; from these, in Sec. IV, are calculated spat
temporal flux correlations which emulate measurements
can be performed in tokamak plasmas and in numer
simulations thereof.

This paper is primarily concerned with using the conc
of clustering as a basis for the statistical characterization
nondiffusive transport behavior in plasmas. In broad ter
clustering is manifested by correlations between observa
measured at different times, different locations, or bo
Clustering is both a statistical observable and a physical c
cept: it originates in the underlying physical processes d
ing the transport, and can be quantified and modelled m
ematically. A fundamental message of this paper will be th
once a critical gradient has been exceeded, clustering
transport events is sufficient to generate much of the a
lanching phenomenology and non-Gaussian statistical m
festations outlined above. A brief survey of key results on
mathematical physics of clustering is therefore provided
Sec. II.

II. MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS OF CLUSTERING

The purpose of this section is to show that the occ
rence of clustering is in itself sufficient to explain many
the non-Gaussian statistics and flicker noise effects obse
in sandpiles and, possibly, tokamak transport data, with
necessarily invoking SOC. This serves to elucidate what
be inferred about nondiffusive transport processes from
measurement of fluctuations, and to indicate when these
be interpreted in terms of known stochastic models or fr
properties derived from them. Thus emphasis is placed
the internal microdynamics of systems, their statistical pr
erties and the way that these influence the macroscopic
havior. This approach complements the contrasting meth
ology that explores non-Gaussian fluctuation phenom
through the concepts of fractional kinetic equations~Ref. 27
and references therein!.

A. Power law tails and clustering

The occurrence of probability distributions with pow
law tails is sometimes cited as evidence of complex
strange kinetic behavior. While this is indeed sometimes
case, it is not necessarily so. The purpose of this section
review and clarify the circumstances when the occurrenc
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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power law distributions is a characteristic of fractal proces
influencing the dynamics, and when their cause can hav
less exotic origin.

The growing number of instances of random proces
that exhibit scale invariant behavior has caused a resurg
of interest in the class of stable or Le´vy probability
distributions.28,29The Fourier transform of the PDF, or cha
acteristic function, for these distributions has the simple fo
C(u)5exp(2aug) with a constant and 0,g<2; the Gauss-
ian is a special case corresponding tog52. This form indi-
cates their invariance under convolution, and is the origin
the epithet stable: sums of stable random variables are th
selves stable, leading to scale free behavior for random w
whose increments are constructed from them. In general
distributions are characterized by power law tails withp(x)
;x212g, so that the variance does not exist.

Both power law behavior and clustering can emer
naturally when characterizing random walks. Consider fi
Brownian motion, which describes the trajectoryx(t) of a
particle where the steps in the walk have Gaussian distr
tion and there is no correlation, or memory, between succ
sive steps. The variance of this stochastic process, or
mean square displacement, increases linearly with ti
^x2&;t. The Hausdorff–Besikovich dimensionD ~Ref. 30!
of such a Brownian trace is 3/2, indicating that it is mo
convoluted than a line (D51), but less so than a spac
filling curve (D52). The distribution of time intervalst for
the trace to return to its initial location~the return time! is, in
this case, exactly a stable distribution,31

p~t!5
1

A2pt3
expS 2

1

2t D
with tail p(t);t2v wherev53/2. Stable distributed random
variables exhibit clustering. For example, consider the ret
times which correspond to the intervals between zero cro
ings of a Brownian trace: this crosses infinitely fast in t
vicinity of another zero, but conversely the probability
finding a zero crossing in a neighborhood of the traject
that is distant from the origin is small. Hence the zero cro
ings appear in clusters, interspersed with long flights. It f
lows that any physical measurable that can be placed in
respondence with a random walk will necessarily exhi
these statistical properties.

Fractional Brownian motion32 ~FBM! generalizes
Brownian motion to a random walk whose increments
Gaussian random variables, but where memory is retaine
earlier steps. The structure function for this process
^(x(t)2x(0))2&;t2H, defining the Hurst exponent30 which
falls in the range 0,H,1. The Hausdorff–Besikovich di-
mension of a FBM trace isD522H, so that 1,D,2 as
required. IfH,1/2, the motion is anticorrelated~or antiper-
sistent!, and 3/2,D,2 implying that the trace is more con
voluted than Brownian motion which corresponds toH
51/2. Conversely,H.1/2 describes persistent or positive
correlated motions with 1,D,3/2, so that the trace appea
to be smoother. The return time distribution for FBM is a
ymptotically a stable distribution with power law tail of th
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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1598 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 5, May 2002 Graves et al.
form p(t);t2v5t2(22H). Hence the indices for the retur
times for FBM are the same asD and fall into the range 1
,v,2.

Recent sandpile simulations24 have prompted the gene
alization of FBM to fractional non-Brownian motio
~FNBM!, which is a correlated random walk with non
Gaussian skewed~i.e., asymmetric! increments which never
theless have zero mean. The return time distribution for
case isp(t);t2(22H2 f (s,H)) from which an effective Hurst
exponent can be identified:H* 5H1 f (s,H), wheref (s,H)
is an even function of the skewnesss5^x3&/^x2&3/2 of the
distribution for the increments. Moreover,f (s,H) is a non-
linear function of the Hurst exponent, being identically ze
for H>1/2 and positive ifH,1/2. The net effect of the
non-Gaussian increments is to decrease the greatest po
value ofv from 2, while leaving unaltered the lower boun
of unity. Hence return time distributions for these types
motions all have indicesv,2. This contrasts with sandpil
simulations,24 experiments,33 and tokamak data10 which all
have indicesv.2 for quantities that can be interpreted
return time distributions. The apparent paradox w
resolved24 for sandpiles by demonstrating that fluctuations
addition to those described by FNBM modify the dynami
thereby allowing the regimev.2 to be accessed—thus th
process is necessarily multiscale in this instance.

B. The negative binomial distributions

Clustering can also be manifested by discrete rand
variables in population models. In the present context,
example, a birth–death–immigration process34,35 can be
viewed as a naı¨ve description for three-dimensional turb
lence, which nevertheless incorporates some of the sa
physics. There is spontaneous nucleation or immigration
large eddies, which give birth to smaller eddies, which ev
tually die through dissipation.34,35 The equilibrium probabil-
ity distribution for the occupancy numbern ~e.g., the number
of eddies present at a given time! for this process is the
negative binomial distribution34

P~n!5S n1a21
n D ~ n̄/a!n

~11n̄/a!n1a . ~1!

Here n̄ denotes the mean occupancy number anda>0 is a
measure of the degree of clustering, which also determ
the normalized second factorial moment~a measure of the
variance!

n@2#[
^n~n21!&

n̄2 511
1

a
. ~2!

Distributions exhibit clustering insofar asn@2# exceeds
unity.34 Special cases of the negative binomial distributi
includea51, which is the geometric~or Bose–Einstein! dis-
tribution; whena→`, which corresponds to no clustering,
reduces to the Poisson distribution. The negative binom
distribution is perhaps more familiar in the continuum lim
n→n̄y, thenn̄→` with y finite. This yields the gamma dis
tribution with density
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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p~y!5
a

^y&G~a! S ay

^y& D
a21

expS 2
ay

^y& D , ~3!

whereG~a! is the gamma function.36 It is noteworthy that the
distribution of interevent times for the birth–death
immigration process exhibits a regime of power-la
behavior37 with index v which is necessarily greater than
Thus the distributions for interevents times and the ret
times for Brownian motion and all its variants are close
related phenomena, and when these exhibit power-law
havior, the common ingredient is clustering.

It has been found empirically that the discrete negat
binomial distribution governs certain features in the tempo
behavior of the sandpile23 and the links to tokamak measure
ments will be studied here. This paper will show that
significance is more pervasive, for it accurately describes
fluctuations in the flux of grains passing through the pile a
approximates the intervals in time between these burst
mass transfer events.

III. STATISTICS OF DENSITY FLUCTUATION
MEASUREMENTS

This section examines the fluctuation properties of
local density of the sandpile, and relates it to specific to
mak measurements. This is achieved by first obtaining
distribution for the times for the density to return to its me
local value, as examined in Ref. 10. This derived property
the density fluctuations contains information about the hig
order statistical, or temporal correlation properties. Spa
correlations can also be treated and are considered in
III B. Before embarking on this it is worthwhile recalling th
formulation of the sandpile algorithm, which is a
extension23,24 of that introduced in Ref. 38, which was de
signed to replicate the Oslo ricepile39 and especially the mea
surements of tracer grains33 therein. Unlike most sandpile
algorithms, it tracks individual grains as they move throu
the pile, so that it can play a role analogous to test-part
transport simulations in plasmas. Importantly, this introdu
physics on a new time scale, that of grain redistribution. T
is shorter than the minimum resolvable timescale, the in
val between adding grains to the sandpile, that is permitte
the majority of sandpile algorithms. This feature also enab
the application of novel diagnostics which have be
used23,24 to explain the origin of the self-organized behavi
that arises. Briefly, the cellular automaton proceeds by t
ing the stability of a set of gradientszm , where integer val-
ues 1,m,L label a spatial position~or cell!. The size of the
pile L5400 here unless stated otherwise, and the sandpi
fueled with grains of unit size at the first cell, so thatz1

→z111 at each fueling event. A critical gradientzm
c with

value 1 or 2 is assigned randomly at each cell, and if
local gradientzm equals or exceedszm

c , sand is redistributed
according to the rulezm21→zm2111, zm→zm22, zm11

→zm1111. Special conditions apply at the final cell of th
sandpile (m5L) to allow grains to leave the system, so th
if zL>zL

c , zL21→zL2111, zL→zL21. The value ofzm
c is

reassigned whenever a grain passes themth cell, and adopts
values 1 or 2 with equal probability. The redistribution
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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grains at unstable sites occurs sequentially, counting f
left to right of the sandpile in accordance with causal
Iteration throughout the sandpile continues until a globa
stable state is reached withzm<zm

c everywhere. A further
grain is then added at the first cell and the process proce

A. The temporal behavior of the density fluctuations

The configuration of the sandpile can equivalently
described23,24 in terms of a height distributionh(x,t); here
x5m/L represents a normalized cell label. The difference
height between neighboring cells gives the gradientzm , and
t denotes evolution on the fueling time scale. Figure 1~a!
shows the height fluctuationz(x,t)5h(x,t)2^h(x)& in the
sandpile atx51/4, where^h(x)& is the local mean height
The result of integratingz(x,t) over time from zero tot8 is
shown as a function oft8 in Fig. 1~b!, and is a random walk
with wide variation. This quantity is similar in derivation t
the integrated local edge density fluctuations in the DIII
tokamak, shown in Fig. 2~a! of Ref. 10. The data in Fig. 1~a!
can be sorted into time intervals where the sign ofz is con-
stant, and the resulting PDF of the duration of these interv
is shown in Fig. 2~a!. This distribution is mathematically

FIG. 1. ~a! Time trace of the fluctuations in the height about the me
z(x,t)5h2^h& at site 100 in the sandpile wheret is measured in fueling
times.~b! The time integrated height fluctuations over 15 000 fueling tim
at the same site in the sandpile. Note the size of the fluctuations in~b!
compared to~a! and the fractal characteristics of the traces.
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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equivalent to the distribution of times taken for the height
the sandpile to return to its mean value at the cell in quest
On mapping the local height of the pile to local plasma de
sity, this becomes equivalent to the quantity studied in R
10. The distribution shown in Fig. 2~a! exhibits an inverse
power law tail with indexv51.75. Since this is a distribu
tion for return times, it follows from Sec. II that the effectiv
Hurst exponentH* 522v50.25. Furthermore the distribu
tion of increments is non-Gaussian, so that this is equiva
to an antipersistent fractional non-Brownian motio
~FNBM!. This result is invariant with respect to positionx in
the sandpile, and to system sizeL, and is insensitive to box-
count averaging.

The index for the return time distribution of the DIII-D
edge density fluctuations reported in Ref. 10 isv52.4, and
because this exceeds two, implies that processes in add
to FNBM must operate here: for example, multi-time-sca
behavior. It has recently been shown23,24 that indices greater
than 2 remain compatible with a sandpile model, provid
that it incorporates fluctuations occurring on short intrafu
ing time scales. Larger values ofv correspond to broade

s
FIG. 2. ~a! The probability distribution for the heighth to return to its mean
value~or z to return to zero!. It is a power law with;t21.75. ~b! The spatial
structure function which measures the spatial correlation of the height fl
tuations. The fractal nature ofSz(Dx);Dx0.5 indicates that the correlation
length is the size of the system.
ense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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distributions of short time scale events. It is noteworthy t
the measured distribution of times for which rice grains
main motionless in the experiment of Ref. 33 also ha
power law tail with indexv52.4(60.2), and a simulation23

of this experiment yieldsv52.16. Taken together, the resul
of this section suggest that the measurements of edge de
fluctuations in the DIII-D tokamak reported in Fig. 2~a! of
Ref. 10 are entirely compatible with an avalanching pa
digm, provided that multiscale dynamics are taken into
count.

B. The spatial correlation of density
fluctuations–multichannel measurements

Single interval statistics, such as those displayed in F
2~a!, can diagnose whether multiscale processes are influ
ing the evolution. However they cannot describe how t
evolution proceeds in space or time. Conversely second
der statistics necessarily measure spatio–temporal cor
tions and the associated occurrence and movement of co
ent structures. Both tokamak density and sandpile he
profiles are accessible to multichannel diagnostics, wh
yield information on spatio–temporal behavior and corre
tion properties. These can be quantified throughSz(Dx)
5^(z(x,t)2z(x1Dx,t))2&, the structure function for heigh
fluctuations separated by distanceDx down the pile; here
angled brackets denote an ensemble over the fueling
and space. The structure function is linearly related to
autocorrelation functionrz(Dx);^z(x,t)z(x1Dx,t)& of the
fluctuations inz. The reason for using the structure functio
rather than the autocorrelation function is that it is co
structed from the difference between two quantities, so
any long term trends~nonstationarity! in these quantities is
subtracted out. Thus, the influence of nonfluctuating qua
ties, which in general are spatially dependent, is removed
Sz(Dx);Dxm, this implies that the fluctuations are sca
free so that the characteristic correlation length is the siz
the system itself.Sz(Dx) also measures the roughness of t
height profile and so reflects its propensity to instabil
which is in turn manifested through avalanches. Figure 2~b!
showsSz(Dx);Dxm with m50.5. Furthermore, for FNBM
the structure function for thetime increments isSz(Dt)
;Dt2H* , where H* denotes the effective Hurst expone
described in Sec. II. By direct calculation ofSz(Dt), or by
using the inferred value from the return time distribution,
can be shown that the indices for the two structure functi
~spatial and temporal! are identical; the implications of thi
will be discussed in Sec. V. Higher order structure functio
have been used recently25 to characterize the transport of te
particles in numerical simulations of resistive pressu
gradient driven turbulence~an example of a critical gradien
instability that can generate avalanching transport in p
mas!, and the transport was also found to be multiscale
nature.

IV. STATISTICS OF FLUX FLUCTUATION
MEASUREMENTS

The fluctuations in the local height of the pile, whic
here is the proxy for local density fluctuations in a tokam
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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are a direct consequence of the movement of grains f
other locations. Thus a global variable, namely the flux,
fects a local one, the height. Multichannel local flux me
surements can be used to quantify the evolution of cohe
structures moving across a profile. The statistics for the fl
of grains are distinct in character from those of the hei
fluctuations, which is to be expected for two reasons. Fi
the quantities evolve on disparate time scales: flux repres
the number of grains passing through a region of the p
between consecutive fueling events, and is therefore cha
terized on the shorter intra-avalanche time scale. Sec
fluctuations in the flux cannot be considered as an integra
process and so do not admit an obvious interpretation
terms of random walks. Therefore the concepts of FNB
and return times cannot be applied in this instance.

A. Distribution of flux fluctuations

The empirical probability distributionPx(n) for the in-
teger number of grainsn.0 passing though a normalize
position x5m/L between successive fueling events is no
considered. Recall that most of the pile is in a state of sta
for most of the time, hence the fluctuations are determin
only by those events when grain movement occurs, so
n.0. A conservation argument requires that on average
grain passes through the pile per fueling time. Furtherm
the directionality of the flow from the fueling point to edg
necessarily implies that the mean size of avalanches
creases with increasing absolute distance down the pile.
the sandpile algorithm used here, the mean flux is meas
to scale asn̄;(xL)1.2. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show the mea-
sured PDF for the number of grains moving through si
100 and 400, respectively. These flux data can be fitted w
remarkable accuracy using the discrete negative binom
distribution of Eq.~1!. Figure 3~a! is for site 100, for which
the parameters obtained from the data aren̄5100 anda
50.7, while Fig. 3~b! is for the last site in the pile, where
n̄5516 anda51.78. These results show that the single
terval statistics for the flux of grains depend on position
the pile: the avalanches are progressively larger and mar
ally less clustered with increasing normalized distancex
from the fueling point. However, the class of distributio
describing the fluctuations remains negative binomial in b
cases, to high accuracy.

The behavior ofa with distancex is shown in Fig. 4.
The large value ofa near the fueling point is indicative o
the special conditions that prevail there. Local avalanches
so frequent that there is no opportunity for the pile to est
lish spatial correlations over any great length, so that
number of moving grains is substantially random, implying
tendency to Poisson statistics. The value ofa drops rapidly
and then rises more slowly with increasing distance from
fueling point. It is important to note that unlike the mean flu
n̄, the cluster parametera depends only on the normalize
distancex along the pile and is independent of the syste
sizeL. This is a consequence of the measured scaling for
un-normalized second factorial moment^n(n21)&;L2.4;
taken together with the measured scalingn̄;L1.2 for the
mean flux, this implies that the normalized second facto
momentn@2#[^n(n21)&/n̄2511a21 is independent ofL.
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Regardless of the system size, the cluster parameter is th
fore less than 2 at all positions beyond the vicinity of t
center of the pile. It is noteworthy that the flux of grain
remains strongly clustered at the edge of an arbitrarily la
pile. Moreover, sincea depends only on distance along th
pile relative to the system size, and not simply on the ab
lute distance, it follows that each location in the p
‘‘knows’’ its position within the system. This observatio
indicates the mechanism by which the correlated nature
the entire pile is established and maintained. In Ref. 2
was demonstrated that avalanching grains can only com
rest on plateaux and necessarily traverse sections of s
case. On coming to rest, the grain converts the plateau
new section of staircase while simultaneously creating a n
plateau at one site closer to the fueling point~or alternatively
one site further from the edge of the pile!. This new plateau
is a potential resting place for the next grain participating
the avalanche. Thus one grain prepares the ground for
next; material moves down the pile while theinformation
that dictates subsequent movements travels in the opp

FIG. 3. The probability distribution of the flux of grains and fitted negat
binomial distributions@Eq. ~1!# for two sites in the sandpile.~a! Site 100 for
which the data yieldsn̄5100 anda50.71. ~b! Site 400 for which the data
yields n̄5516 anda51.78.
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direction. In this respect the behavior is analogous to e
trons ~grains! and holes~plateaux!. To summarize, informa-
tion in the form of resting positions for avalanching grai
moves up the pile in opposition to the flux, thereby contin
ously ‘‘informing’’ each location in the pile of its position
relative to the edge, and determining how the fluctuatio
evolve thereafter.

B. Spatial and temporal behavior of flux events

The degree of spatial coherence of the flux fluctuatio
can be investigated by constructing the structure funct
Sn(Dx)5^(n(x,t)2n(x1Dx,t))2& for the number of grains
passing through sites separated by distanceDx. The structure
function measures the accumulation or depletion of grain
an interval, and provides a gauge for the compressibility o
moving avalanche. As shown in Fig. 5 it exhibits a frac
structure withSn(Dx);Dx1.8 and this indicates the correla
tion length for the flux is, again, the system size. Convers
there is no correlation length shorter than the system size

FIG. 4. The spatial dependence of the cluster parametera for the flux of
grains obtained from normalized moments in the sandpile data and plo
as a function of position normalized to sandpile size. Clustering is stron
~low a! just outside the central fueling zone. Clustering declines across
pile but is still large at the edge.

FIG. 5. The spatial structure function which measures the spatial correla
of the flux fluctuations. The fractal nature ofSn(Dx);Dx1.8 indicates that
the correlation length is the size of the system.
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this property is a hallmark of criticality. It may be temptin
to relate the index to a Hurst exponent but, as mentio
earlier, the flux is not an integrated process and there
such an identification is not permitted. However, it is cle
that the structure function is scale invariant and the la
index corroborates the expected strong spatial correla
within avalanches.

Finally the interevent distribution for timest between
avalanches is evaluated. This is a quantity that arises on
fueling time scale and is therefore a discrete random v
able. The interval between successive avalanches is reco
irrespective of the size of the avalanches. The mean in

event time is necessarily the same as the mean flux, i.et̄
5n̄;(xL)1.2 because of the definition of the fueling tim
The size of the flux fluctuations, gauged here byn̄, is pro-

portional to the times between flux events, gauged byt̄ , and
can be understood in the following terms. A large avalan
depletes grains from the region of the pile between the fu
ing point and the location under consideration. This ma
that region less steep on average and therefore statisti
less susceptible to further avalanches until the region is
plenished. Thus the time between large avalanches is co
spondingly large, while the converse is true for smaller siz

events. Although the value oft̄ depends on position, th
measured normalized second factorial momentt @2#5^t(t
21)&/ t̄ 2 is constant across the entire pile with valuet @2#

51.61. This again indicates clustering of avalanches,
now in time. Figure 6 shows the interevent time distributi
P(t) for sitesm5100, 200, 300, and 400, thus spanning t

whole pile. Upon scalingt→t/ t̄ there is complete data co
lapse over the whole dynamic range. Thus, interevent tim
are invariant with position and system size, the implicatio
of which will be described in the next section. The distrib
tion which best fits the data is again the negative binom
Thus the leitmotif of clustering recurs.

FIG. 6. The probability distribution functionP(t) for the time between flux

events normalized to the mean interevent timet̄ . The plot shows data for
sites 100, 200, 300, and 400, which have the same distribution upon re

ing with the mean interevent timet̄ for each site.
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V. TRANSPORT OF COHERENT STRUCTURES

Thus far two quantities in the sandpile have been exa
ined separately, namely the height or density fluctuatio
and the flux of material. The first is a local variable while t
second is not, moreover they evolve on separate time sc
However, the flux fluctuations affect the density fluctuatio
and lead to the transport of coherent structures in space
time. Empirical evidence for this can be seen in Fig. 7, wh
shows the evolution ofz(x,t) between two global ava
lanches. It depicts the difference in height of the pile ab
the local mean value,z(m,t)5h(m,t)2^h(m)&, as a func-
tion of site positionm. The different panels show the evolv
ing fluctuations in the profile at the indicated times which a
measured on the fueling time scalet, where t increases by
one unit per grain added. Note that in Fig. 7 the sites clos
to the central fueling point fluctuate most and sites near
edge of the pile least; indeed there are regions towards
end of the pile that remain unaltered betweent5400 and the
global reconfiguration att51601. The transport down th
pile of clusters of material can be seen by comparing c
secutive panels. The clusters, boxed in three of the pane
Fig. 7 together with the corresponding cluster of grains fro
the previous panel~depicted in gray!, undergo translation to
locations down the pile in such a way that their profile a
spatial extent is broadly maintained. If grains are not l
from the edge, the coherent features are also translate
height and the resulting motion is reminiscent of a shelv
wave. The region between the central fueling point and
;70 fills up between timest51200 and 1600~i.e., 400
grains are added!, and this has the effect of forming a heig
profile which has an approximately constant gradie
throughout the pile. The next fueling event triggers a glo
avalanche which substantially depletes the pile of mater
leaving heights largely below their mean values. This p
nomenology is linked to the equality of indices for the tem
poral and spatial structure functions for the height fluctu
tions z that was demonstrated in Sec. III, and the reason
this equality can now be understood upon marshalling
following facts. Recall from Sec. III and Ref. 24 that th
PDFs for the height fluctuations are invariant with positio
A change in height of the pile is caused by the flux of gra
from other locations that are closer to the fueling point. S
tion IV demonstrated that the probability density for th
times between consecutive flux events was invariant w
position within the pile. These intervals determine the tim
for a particular cell to change its height. Thus there is
correspondence between a change in height at one loca
and a change at a different place occurring at a later ti
This can be stated mathematically asz(x2Dx,t);z(x,t
1Dt) for suitable incrementsDx andDt, whereupon aver-
aging in space and time,Sz(Dx)5Sz(Dt) follows immedi-
ately. In Sec. III the latter identity was indeed establish
This result has the physical interpretation that the hei
fluctuations arefrozen-in, giving rise to translation of ex-
tended coherent structures through the pile.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The simple rules that govern the sandpile simulat
give rise to a rich phenomenology which displays significa

al-
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FIG. 7. The height fluctuationz at
each position in the pile and at time
which display the evolution of the pro-
file prior to and just after a major col-
lapse. Inserted boxes highlight cohe
ent structures~apparent clusters of
grains! which undergo frozen-in non-
diffusive transport down the pile.
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points of contact with the fusion plasma data discussed
viously. A detailed examination of the microscopic fluctu
tions that can occur reveals that this diverse behavior ca
generated by well-known random processes that are not
essarily associated with SOC or strange kinetics. Diagnos
have been used to describe the spatial and temporal evol
of a density fluctuation measure, together with the flux
material throughout the pile, including the amount of mat
leaving it and the distribution of times between mass-tran
events. These investigations have revealed the following
sues, all of which are relevant to the physical interpretat
of analogous tokamak data.

The spatial correlation properties of the density and fl
have fractal structures, implying that no correlation leng
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shorter than the system size exists. These second orde
tistics yield information on the dynamical evolution of th
system, as distinct from single interval statistics whose r
is analogous to kinematics. The parameters of the underly
clustering processes are first manifested in the second o
statistics, and vestiges of these clustering mechanisms ap
as parameters in single interval statistics of specific qua
ties. Two instances of this are first, the cluster parametea
that uniquely characterizes the structure function^(n(t)
2n(0))2& ~Ref. 34! of the population process for which th
negative binomial distribution is an equilibrium solution; an
second, the index for the power-law tail of the return tim
distribution that is a function of the Hurst exponent.

The density measurements highlight the importance
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~a! integrated processes such as fractional non-Brownian
tion, and~b! multiscale behavior, when interpreting data su
as those from DIII-D.10 The use of Hurst exponents to cha
acterize such data is only appropriate when it can reason
be argued that the relevant physical process generates a
dom walk. In the present context, this is appropriate
height or density fluctuations. However flux fluctuations a
distinct rather than cumulative events, so that a random w
model is inappropriate. When a Hurst exponent can be
signed, an interpretation can always be made in terms
return times of a random walk. The index of this distributi
cannot exceed 2 unless fluctuations on a faster time s
also occur.

The discrete negative binomial distribution evidently u
derpins different processes in the sandpile that are m
fested in measurables that have analogues in tokamak
mas. For example, the interevent time distributions discus
in Sec. IV B and Ref. 17 have points of contact with t
temporal evolution of edge localized modes~ELMs! in
tokamaks.

The distribution of times between mass transfer eve
and fluctuations in density has a functional form which
invariant with position through the pile. Together with th
fractal nature of the correlations and their independence
system size, this is sufficient to produce the coherent s
tially extended frozen-in fluctuations whose transport is
scribed in Sec. V. These structures may be an analogue
sandpiles of the large-scale long-lived vortices that arise
fluid turbulence models. Evidence of intermittent coher
structures which propagate radially with scale lengths up
the system size have been observed in electron temper
fluctuations of DIII-D.2 In addition to this, multiple pairwise
cross correlation measurements between ECE channels
been used to infer average radial speeds of avalanche
fluctuations through the tokamak.

Normalized measures of density and flux fluctuations
independent of the sandpile system size. This permits
identification and analysis of invariant statistical propert
of the fluctuations, a methodology which can also be app
to tokamak fluctuation measurements. In Ref. 6 the sin
interval statistics of flux fluctuations were considered by
suming the density and velocity fluctuations to be a joi
Gaussian process with correlation coefficientg, where ugu
,1. The PDF for the normalized fluxG then has the form

p~G!5
~12g2!1/2

p
exp~2gG!K0~ uGu!,

whereK0 is a modified Bessel function. The second norm
ized moment of these flux fluctuations depends only on
correlation coefficientg,

G@2#[
^G2&

^G&2 521
1

g2 ,

so that the minimum value forG@2# is 3. This may be con-
trasted with Gaussian fluctuations that haveG@2#52. The
relatively high value for the normalized moment stems fro
the fact that the model allows both positive and negat
values of flux to occur, combined with the exponential ta
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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of the PDF. In contrast the sandpile flux is always posit
since grains only move down the pile, and the results of S
IV show that these fluctuations are, in the continuous lim
accurately described by a gamma random variable. The
ond normalized moment for these fluctuations is

G@2#511
1

a
,

wherea>0 is the cluster parameter. The minimum value
the fluctuations in this case is unity, and its smaller va
reflects the unidirectionality of the flux. This model clear
enables the regime 1<G@2#,3 to be accessed, indeed th
flux fluctuations at the edge of the sandpile have valueG@2#

51.78 regardless of the system size. Thus determinatio
G@2# from tokamak data, for example, as in Ref. 42 whe
Joint European Torus~JET! discharges with multichanne
measurements show statistically similar flux fluctuatio
could facilitate discrimination between models.

In conclusion, the present paper has contributed to a
menting the set of mathematical physics techniques that
be deployed by the fusion research community in addres
the questions~1!–~3! outlined in the Introduction. It was firs
shown how these techniques can assist the interpretation
specific set of previously published fluctuation data from
DIII-D tokamak.10 A well understood sandpile algorithm23

was used to generate nonlocal, non-Gaussian, and nond
sive transport phenomenology, as a proxy for a tokamak
ing the same. Single-point and two-point statistical analy
of the resulting flux and fluctuation data, using the tec
niques outlined in Sec. II, yielded new insights into the ro
of clustering in determining and characterizing similar e
fects in tokamaks, where equivalent measurements are
sible using existing diagnostics. The phenomenology ge
ated by the sandpile algorithm of Ref. 23 includes t
spontaneous formation and slow propagation of localized
herent structures in the sandpile profile, which provide a c
venient proxy for long lived vortex structures in plasma tu
bulence. Effective few-parameter characterization of mu
of the phenomenology is provided by the negative binom
distribution: this provides a mathematically intuitive link t
the underlying physical prerequisite—clustering of transp
events—and also lends itself naturally to revealing fracta
scale free dynamics.
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